
Research Strategy--Spring 2018 

• Finding the Law 

• Reading the Law 

• Updating the Law 

• Christopher & Jill Wren, The Legal Research Manual (2d ed. 1986)



Goal

• Find mandatory authority. (Wren chart)

• Use persuasive authority when:
– No mandatory exists
– Weak mandatory
– Challenge the mandatory



Issues

• Was vehicle stop based on “reasonable suspicion” by police 
officers under Oregon statutes 131.605 and 131.615 (similar 
car spotted near vandalism scene; suspect slinks down in seat)

• Was officer’s inquiry about the use or possession of drugs 
within limited scope of the vehicle stop under Oregon statutes 
131.605 and 131.615 (not the reason for stop; no warrants; 
rave t-shirt) 



Thinking about the Problem

• You need search terms.  Use TARP (things, action, relief, 
parties) to determine facts and legal theories

• May not succeed at first, but must start somewhere.



Finding the Law—Search Methods

• Index

• Topic

• Known authority

• Full text searching (online only)

• Some combination of these



Terms and Connectors
• Must link terms with connectors (/p, /s, +3)

• Phrases in quotation marks

• Allows truncation (* and !)

• Only retrieves docs within search parameters

• No term-dropping



Natural Language

• String together words that might be relevant

• No truncation or connectors

• Enclose phrases in quotation marks

• String alternative terms together

• Some term-dropping to achieve results



Finding the Law

• Start with secondary sources?  Maybe even Google!

• Check for constitutional provisions and statutes.

• Try to find leading case(s).

• Use leading case(s) to find cases from your jurisdiction. 



Don’t underestimate Google!

Sources use the phrase “investigative stops” and 
“investigatory stops”



Good for A Quick Summary 





Bloomberg Law > Books & Treatises > Bloomberg BNA



Note the cases discussed in 
this recent case on point.



Finding the Law

• Start with secondary sources?  

• Check for constitutional provisions and statutes.

• Try to find leading case(s).

• Use leading case(s) to find cases from your jurisdiction. 



Narrative Secondary Sources

• Books
• American Law Reports
• Encyclopedias (national & state)
• Legal periodicals
• Restatements



Consulting a treatise for background and to find 
primary sources 





Consulting another secondary source – Am. Jur.2d 
-- for background and to find primary sources 



Found this recent Oregon 
case through Google too.





Examine the brief’s Table of Authorities for more primary sources. 



Secondary source—ALR– not sure it is relevant.



Statutes and Constitution

• ORS 131.605, 131.615

• U.S. Const. amend. IV – search and seizure 

• Or. Const. art 1, § 9 – search and seizure

Use annotated codes to research statutes & constitutions.  



Reading the Law--Statutes

• Read text carefully

• Note related sections in code’s statutory scheme -- Title, 
Chapter, Section

• Read the annotations



Oregon statute—known-authority.  Consult 
the secondary source annotations.



Cite: 90 Or. L. Rev. 1389 (2012)



For Bluebook Citation  

Or. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 131.615 (West, Westlaw through 2017 Reg. Sess. Legis.)



Oregon statute—known-authority.  Consult 
the case annotations.



Relevant case, and topic and key number for issue #1



Most of the cases cited in Maciel-Figueroa are 
listed under 35k60.2(10). 

State v. Wiseman: One Good Case (Known-Authority) 



Statute -- known authority -- case annotation index



Relevant case annotation and topic and key number for issue #2



Another relevant case annotation and topic and key number for issue #2



Use controlled indexing to find more cases



Relevant topic and key numbers for the two issues



See footnote 1 from State v. Davis



“Unavoidable lull” exception



“Unavoidable lull” exception



Another topic and key number to find more cases



Oregon Constitution -- known authority -- case annotation index



Oregon Constitution -- known authority -- recent case annotations





Found under Supplemental Annotations: Notes of Decisions: Reasonable suspicion







Oregon Constitution -- known authority -- case annotation index on Lexis Advance 





Lexis topic summaries



Lexis topic summaries for federal law, but some states too.



Use controlled indexing to find more cases



Most of the cases cited in Maciel-Figueroa are 
listed under Investigative Stops





More on Finding the Law

• Use Shepard’s and KeyCite

• Use More like this Headnote and Research Recommendations

-- to find additional cases and secondary sources



Use Shepard’s and “More like this 
Headnote” to find more cases



Use KeyCite to find more cases



Use Research Recommendations to find more sources 



Updating the Law 

• Cases -- Shepard’s or KeyCite or BCite
– Watch for negative history and treatment cases.

• Statutes -- or use Shepard’s or KeyCite
– Watch for legislative and judicial treatment



Filter the Shepard’s display

Remember history v. treatment





When Should I Stop?

• Stop when find same sources through independent means.

• Have you looked in the really important places? 

• Did you update everything?

• Do you understand the law?  If not, you are definitely not done!

• You are not going to find all law on an issue!



There is no one right way to do research.

Master a wide variety of research tools 
to develop an effective method.
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